
Characters D6 / Chubbray (Ewok Warrior)

Name: Chubbray

Species: Ewok

Gender: Male

Hair color: Brown and white

Eye color: Brown

Skin color: Light

Move: 7

Dexterity 3D+2

           Bows: 4D+1

           Brawling Parry: 4D

           Dodge: 4D+2

           Melee Combat: 4D+1

           Melee Parry: 4D+1

           Thrown Weapon: 5D+2

Perception 3D

           Bargain: 3D+2

           Con: 3D+2

           Hide: 3D+1

           Search: 4D+1

           Sneak: 6D+1

Knowledge 2D

           Languages: 2D+2

           Survival: 6D

           Willpower: 3D

Strength 3D

           Brawling: 4D+2

           Climbing/Jumping: 5D

           Stamina: 3D+2

           Swimming: 3D+1

Mechanical 2D+2

           Beast Riding: 4D

           Glider: 3D+2

Technical 2D

           First Aid: 2D+1

           Primitive Construction: 4D+2

Special Skills:

Dexterity Skills:

           Thrown Weapons: bow, rocks, slings to use: one round. The character may take the base skill



and/or any of the specializations.

Mechanical Skills:

           Glider: Time to use: one round. The ability to pilot gliders.

Technical Skills:

           Primitive Construction: Time to use: one hour for gliders and rope bridges; several hours for small

structures, catapults and similar constructs. This is the ability to build structures out of wood, vines and

other natural materials with only primitive tools. This skill is good for building study houses, vine bridges

and rock-hurling catapults (2D, speeder-scale damage).

Special Abilities:

           Skill Bonus: At the time the character is created only, the character gets 2D for every 1D placed in

the hide, search and sneak skills.

           Skill Limits: Beginning characters may not place any skill dice in any vehicle (other than glider) or

starship operations or repair skills.

           Smell: Ewoks have a highly developed sense of smell, getting a + 1D to their search skill when

tracking by scent. This ability may not be improved.

Story Factors:

           Protectiveness: Most human adults will feel unusually protective of Ewoks. Because of this,

humans can also be very condescending to Ewoks. Ewoks, however, are mature and inquisitive — and

unusually tolerant of the human attitude.

Equipment: Spear (STR+1D), Leather backpack, Club (Str+1D)

Force Sensitive: No

Force Points: 1

Dark Side Points: 0

Character Points: 4

Description: Chubbray was an Ewok male of the Bright Tree tribe who lived in Bright Tree Village on the

moon of Endor. In 4 ABY, Chubbray was part of a scouting party led by fellow Ewok Teebo that captured

a group of rebels and brought them back to the village, where they were ultimately accepted into the tribe.

The Ewoks agreed to help the rebels fight the Galactic Empire, and Chubbray was among the Ewoks

who attacked Imperial forces outside of a nearby bunker. During the fighting, Chubbray survived being

thrown to the floor by fire from an All Terrain Scout Transport and then joined a catapult crew launching

stones at the walkers. The rebels and Ewoks eventually managed to destroy the bunker and claim victory

over the Empire.

Biography

Trapping rebels

Chubbray was a Ewok male who was a member of the Bright Tree tribe, a tribe of Ewoks that inhabited

the treetop Bright Tree Village on the forest moon Endor during the Galactic Civil War between the

Galactic Empire and the Alliance to Restore the Republic. In 4 ABY,he was part of a scouting party led by



the hunter Teebo that descended into the forest and set a trap using the corpse of a verkle before hiding

nearby. As they waited, the Wookiee Chewbacca, a rebel who was on the moon as part of the fight

against the Galactic Empire, approached the bait to investigate, followed by his allies Han Solo, Luke

Skywalker, C-3PO, and R2-D2. Despite the advice of his allies, Chewbacca tried to take the meat and

caused a large net to be pulled up around them, leaving the captured rebels hanging suspended in the

air. After R2-D2 cut them free, causing them to drop back to the forest floor, Chubbray and the other

Ewoks slowly emerged with their weapons drawn from the ferns around the group.

The Ewoks disarmed Chewbacca and closed in on Solo as he drew his blaster, but were shocked when

C-3PO rose from the ground. Due to the droid's golden plating, the Ewoks mistook him for a deity known

as the "Golden One," and so Chubbray and the others began chanting in reverence and bowing before

him. When C-3PO refused to take advantage of this misconception, Solo moved to grab him, causing the

Ewoks to cease their chanting and quickly raise their weapons at Solo again. Solo apologized, but he and

the other rebels, bar C-3PO, were tied up and then carried back to the village. At the village, the rebels

convinced the Ewoks to free them and were ultimately accepted as members of the tribe, after which the

Ewoks agreed to aid them in fighting the Empire and destroying the nearby Imperial Endor shield

generator bunker.

Catapult crew

The Ewoks then marched with the rebels to the bunker, where the rebels successfully infiltrated the

structure while Chubbray and the other Ewoks remained in the forest nearby. The rebels however, had

fallen into another trap, and soon found themselves forced to surrender outside the bunker's back

entrance when they were surrounded by Imperial forces. After C-3PO and R2-D2 lured some of the

Imperial stormtroopers out among the trees, the Ewoks ambushed the Imperial forces from all sides and

with the captive rebels also attacking things quickly devolved into chaotic fighting throughout the area.

During the fighting, Chubbray and another Ewok were thrown to the ground by blaster fire from an

Imperial All Terrain Scout Transport, but he survived and fled through the undergrowth from advancing

stormtroopers.

After fleeing from another walker, Chubbray then joined a crew manning a catapult and helped pull the

rope to active the weapon and hurl a rock at one of the All Terrain Scout Transports, stumbling back into

the ferns behind him as it launched. The walker opened fire on the catapults, causing many of the crews

to flee. Chubbray and several other Ewoks then returned to the bunker's rear entrance, where they

attacked a trio of stormtroopers from behind and beat them to the ground. As All Terrain Scout

Transports continued to destroy the Ewok's catapults, Chubbray then fled away from one of the wrecked

projectile launchers. The tide of the battle turned once Chewbacca and two Ewoks managed to capture a

walker and turned it against the other vehicles, after which the rebels successfully destroyed the bunker.

This allowed an Alliance Fleet to destroy the Empire's Death Star II battle station above Endor and defeat

the Imperial forces, after which the Ewoks and rebels celerbrated their victory together into the night.

Personality and traits

Chubbray had light skin, brown eyes, and brown fur with a white streak across his face.

Equipment



Chubbray wore a brown hood and used a spear while in Teebo's scouting party. While fighting Imperials,

Chubbray initially used a stone club and then a large piece of wood as a bludgeon. 
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